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Watch out for Ships
John Benko Jr.

The man ran to the shore screaming,
“I’m free! I’m free!”
He ignored the burning sand
Under his feet.
He ran until he had to swim.
The salt of the water
Stabbed his eyes.
The island was
miles away when
the army boat came.
It crushed his spine.
It was too fast for him to feel it.
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Are You There, Beelzebub?
Caitlyn McNicholl

I was sent to Hell in ‘95,
after my second killing spree.
Twelve dead in Hoboken
sprawled over the railway.
Been behind Black Gates,
sucking up smog ever since.

Whores are taking naps,
with their bruises turning pink.
The whipping boys ran off,
there’s no more screeching.
I swear I saw a demon smile
last week, helping up a beggar.

Started in the labour force,
cutting up brimstone for God.
Sick of the heavenly work,
I put in a request for transfer.
Couple centuries later,
finally, I’m here at the top.

Hell is going to Heaven
in a f cking handbasket.

I set appointments now
for the Big Man Downstairs.
But not much work recently
with the devil on sabbatical.
He left last Sunday, don’t
know when he’ll be back.
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Bear in Headlights
Lea Boreland
I
am confused by the appeal of a
moment. My grandmother’s father has
been dead for thirty years. Some people
have certain proclivities for chrysanthemums
whereas I kill all my plants. How is it possible
to love if we are only a moment? I am unscrewing
my scalp at the seams trying to slow the
gears. I have great visions of a bear in a cage
who moonwalks. I won’t specify the
gender. All great dances
are distortions of time. All great visions
are attempts at great distortions of which
there is only one.

Ride with me in a
chariot long enough for us to
realize it is only your father’s Honda Civic.
But let it play out. Do not turn until
you are sure it is the edge
of the street. This is a commandment no
one has written down because they have all
been dead for thirty years. I have
visions of something inside
a bear making him moonwalk.
If there is something that
moves without me moving it,
I am making room on the couch.
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Causeway Coastal Route
Caitlyn McNicholl

People see
but do not hear,
do not feel the
rocky coastal
causeway edge.
The salty sea breeze
works as adhesive
keeping your grip
softer than it’d seem.
The hermit crabs
surprise your fingertips
that slip over their
twisted-to-a-point shells
hidden between the basalt cracks.
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You can smell
the seaweed,
salt and fish
but deeper, harder breaths
breathed in reveal
a newer view.
The grassy causeway
thickets hide behind the
sand and rock which
are often overlooked.
Children dance on
column coves created
from volcanic craters
left by the footsteps of a giant.

Cotton Swabs
Ryan Kushner

Your love is a cotton swab
Used after a 15 minute shower
That was taken in a hurry
After sleeping too late
And in my haste, I pause to use it,
And I close my eyes
As I soak up the moisture
In my ear
And the world stops shouting for a moment
And I feel warm
And at peace as I
Remember you

And I reflect on the box, which warns
“DO NOT ENTER INTO EAR CANAL.”
As I reflect on when you warned me
Not to become too attached,
Too sentimental.
And I take the swab out of my ear
And drop it in the trash
And I begin my foggy Tuesday
Of course I put it in my ear
How else are you supposed to use it?
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Death by Milk
Susan Hu

milkiness, not chocolatyness,
or tv-ness, or any of your
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If I were to die by milk

other-ness-ess

as odd as it may seem

milk gives you strength and

I wouldn’t mind one bit

power when you are weak

the absurdity of this scheme

and is far more nutritious

because the world will

than boiled leeks

either end in fire or ice

so when the great deity

and since I am too chicken

up above asks me how

sK*t for either of those vice

would you like to die?

I choose to dwell in a sea

I say death by milk please,

of vast milkiness

sir, if you don’t mind.

Frozen with Snow
Caitlin Mininger

Discontent is coming, frozen with snow:
when dreams go, life’s a field frozen with snow.

We make guardians of small evergreens
and tall globular men frozen with snow.

We know enough of hate to safely say
Earth’s headed for heat death––frozen with
snow.

Without, there are yet sly demons waiting,
snaring forests and lakes frozen with snow.

During these dark times, we take our solace
from company, windows frozen, with snow.

Not even the vestal hearth-fire can thaw
Hecate’s still-beating heart, frozen with snow.
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The Foreigner
Lea Boreland
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He is from Japan, which is a long way from here. He has only ever spoken
Japanese, but in September he moved to the middle of Oklahoma, where no one speaks
Japanese. His name is Jaiuro, pronounced Jae-ooo-row, not Juro, although this is a
mispronunciation he only knows how to correct in a language that no one speaks.
The first time he sleeps with an American woman is in November. He has been
living here for four months and learning English with the help of an app on his phone that
his manager at work downloaded for him when he first arrived. But only the free version,
which only teaches verbs, and so for 40 minutes a day after he gets home from work,
before he sleeps, he learns English verbs.
The first time he sleeps with an American woman is in November. He thinks
that’s what her name is—Sleep. They met at work, and there must have been some
pretext, but after that she kisses him in his office, which is the corner office, and big
enough to do things like that in.
He kisses her back because he is polite and mannerly; reciprocity seems formal;
she is also very beautiful. She has black hair and black eyebrows. She is wearing light pink
lipstick. The kind of pink that isn’t just washed-out red. He says it to himself in Japanese
—that she is beautiful—then he echoes himself in English, Yes. Because she is beautiful,
and beauty should not be spoken of in terms of action. He knows that, so he uses the only
non-verb he knows. Yes. He believes in sliding doors. He hates doors with hinges
because they either leave a gaping hole in the room or jut into it, depending on which
way they open.

He takes the woman to his house which still has hinge doors and frankly he is
feeling a little self-conscious but goes along with it anyway. He doesn’t know what it is that
they do, whether it is sex or making love, because he doesn’t know what those words are.
After they are done and she is next to him on the bed, her chest heaves and he says Give.
It is the only word he has said to her besides the salutary “hello.” He says Give because
he wants to say that he enjoyed it, he wants to say Love when he really means Like but
doesn’t know the word for either.
She didn’t say a thing about the doors.
In December, he still thinks her name is Sleep. At first, she thinks he is asking her
for sex. He wants to sleep with her. This is why for the first few weeks they only had s*x
and after he would pick up her clothes from the floor, which were always black and made
of cotton. He would pick them up, even if they were all the way across the room, which
they sometimes were, and he would hand them to her. He would say Yes when really he
meant Wow, but it is the only non-verb that he knows. He thinks it isn’t an action word,
and that’s why he has chosen it, but he is wrong, Yes has a lot of action in it, and so every
day after says Yes, she leaves.
He believes in sliding doors, and so in December he finally has enough money to
convert the doors in his apartment to the kind which don’t intrude or gape. He explains it
to the salesman except by saying Yes, which is the only non-verb that he knows.
It wasn’t until the fourth time after they had sex that she finally understood. He
placed his padded palm on her jawbone so softly that she felt she could identify the ridges
in his fingerprints; he said Sleep so quietly that the only thing to move were his lips and
only slightly; he said Sleep, nothing else, light and grainy.
She didn’t know what he meant, but she suspected and didn’t bother with knowing. She smiled and said I Like This.
She wants to say “I Like You,” when really she means “Thank You,” but doesn’t
know the word for either.
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Happily Never Afters
Megan Pacileo
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One too many daiquiris made
Cinderella crash the carriage
again.
Flashing paparazzi cameras find
her
on the sidewalk with her skirts up.
Photos of her thong end up
online.

Sneaking out of Lumiere’s room
in the early morning,
Belle creeps down silent castle
hallways
back to her own empty bed.
The Beast is at a strip club in
Beverly Hills,
sticking singles into G-strings.

Sleeping Beauty’s therapist says
she repressed
all the memories of what happened that night,
arguing that it was only a kiss,
nothing more.
It takes her a scotch and a joint
to fall asleep next to him every
night.

With the prince away on business,
she sat in the plastic surgeon’s
office.
Getting more botox, Rapunzel
tries to keep looking young
to keep her husband’s eye from
wandering.
She tries to smile but her face is
frozen.

The Prince had spent all their
money in Monte Carlo,
paying slots and playing prostitutes.
They moved back in with the
dwarves.
Snow White works in the mines,
saving diamonds
to pay back all her husband’s
debts.
Ariel stands looking out at the
ocean,
and she wishes she could go
swimming
but Eric thinks it best she stays
inside.
Oh well, she thinks, reaching for
a plate
filled with red crabs and yellow
flounder.

Hot Air Balloon Festival ‘99
Samanthajo Hugar
The dragon’s roar erupted, breathing
flames into the bright gossamer sheets,
shining like a paper-wrapped votive.
Growing tired, the sun sank
beneath its blanket of trees,
sporadically peeking out
in quick flashes at the progress
of the nylon orbs, tethered
to earth by mere knotted ropes
and a woven basket. White noise
exploded as wicker left grass,
nothing more than a speck
in the cerulean sky dotted
with puffs of white.

I shivered in the hot June sun
as the spot waved to the ants beneath.
Blue cotton candy disintegrated
to a sticky sugar on my fingers.
My cousin smiled with blue-stained lips,
pulled paper from her mouth and threw
it at me.
War declared I retaliated with a wad of
my own.
One more candy floss became an olive
branch.
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impressions of growing pains
Caroline Magoc
it is a whole world
that i’ve been missing, here.

i dance to the music on mixtapes
that this presence brings me.

i left scabbed knees for tough, scarred knuckles
in over-protected grazes and daydream adventure.

i take an aging road-trip to visit all of the places
where snatches of my soul have died in cracks.

he wants these legs free to roam
the air above us; tastes molecules.

he is kissing my brain cells
in the days and hours apart.

i’m so alone, no one can know i’m breathing out
quick, tiny clouds, releasing puddles in porcelain.

i walk with her into our freezing, violated
wounds
that lick at us like hemorrhaging, troubled fish.

i am inky, move in flaws and
i win the war of balletic murder.
with the grain of the canvas, i lose and fall back
on
the gray ceramic tile in road-stop restaurants.
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i’m keeping solid distance,
hiding out here on the moon.
she’s scaled like i am, gutted despite clever
misery,
from night-by-night sleaze and burning whiskey.

in a dream, longing for t-shirts
that we usher on in the morning.
loving trees doesn’t stop us from longing to be
the willowy thinness of their branches and bones.
i want the green ceramic bowls,
milky, full-mouth kisses to taste.
so rowdy, i grow, with self-induced pains by my own
hands and give luckless smiles, full of vomit and mint.
i ride along, arch like silent cat
into mystical night air in rapture.
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Kurt Series I.
Lea Boreland
In box of room, there are three objects Kurt cannot choose between.
He wishes in this moment he could remember how
to smell a strawberry. He wishes he could play the violin. If only he
knew how to get the dirt from
under his fingernails. If there was something to keep
his toes
from sticking together. In the morning, he wakes up too hot. He
wishes he could take off his skin.
That someone would dehumidify his organs.
He wishes his knees had hands.
That the carpenter would have cut the corner right.
He removes his toothpaste cortex,
fingers it, and brushes. Scrubs.
Clean as a whistle, he opens his
mouth and vacuums the earth, the strawberry, his knees.
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Never Night
Gary van Luven

The place where one can never tell
time. Lost in that menagerie of all things beautiful,
the capital of international.

Identity and origin are gone
in flux of change–
every visit, a new sight to see.

Culture is carbon-copied here:
architecture is but a fusion
from Victorian lamp posts,
to Japanese karaoke bars
melded with neon.

Women with sunbrellas in-hand
often matching a style of their own.
Round-table gatherings with faces
too exotic and engaging.
A newcomer can be forever lost
in the bustle of endless nights
but never wanting to leave.
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Not a Drop to Drink
Samanthajo Hugar

The chilly creek hums
as it glides over pebbles and stones,
eroding their rough edges, smoothing
layers of built-up sediment
into polished, refined rock—
flattened to fit a child’s hand
and skip over the water’s crystalline
shoals with a flick of his wrist.
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Before resting on fallen twigs,
birds flutter from towering trees
to bathe in the gently-flowing brook.
Beneath the leaf-strewn surface,
warmed by the sunlight’s gold rays,
hide silver fish and yellow-toed frogs
that ripple the mirrored glass.
In my hands I hold a faded Polaroid,
a snapshot of a lost place.
Smudged date scrawled in slanted writing
in the white beneath the captured scene—
Only now remains a dried stream bed.

Paper Weights
Caitlyn McNicholl

Six pebbles for some cigarettes,
two stones for a beer.
We’ll all still pay our taxes,
ninety shale a year.
Suppose that rocks were currency
and we carried them in sacks.
Tethered leather pouches
we can sling across our backs.

The banks will all be quarries,
accounts kept in caves.
Think of every bit of paper
that we all could save.

Inconvenient purses
to hold each little stone.
How little we will carry,
and still be weighted down.

But, consider:
The burden of its storage;
delegation of each use.
How easily it all would be
to mistake or to lose.

Ore, pebbles and sheet rock
like little coins and bills,
clogging up the tiny slots
of all the news shop tills.

The economy would stifle like
a well dammed riverbed.
The heavier the currency,
the less we all can spend.
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Pencil
Eleanor Hein

The world is a test
with timed questions
open-ended and infinite choice
little bubbles and big blank spaces
that we fill with experience
written in life.
I showed up to the great test late,
stupid, silly me.
I needed a number two pencil,
but mine was number three.
The proctor picked a pencil up
and placed it in my hand
wishing me luck –
please, don’t mess up –
“I promise it isn’t too hard.”
The question is easy:
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what is your story?
But the pencil the proctor has lent me is dull,
and makes my story equally so
and every word is unclear.
God help me, should I dare to sharpen
or take a risk and use an ink pen?
For which is worse –
is either worth?
A shorter pencil, shorter story,
or ink that cannot be erased
if I should make a great mistake?
But it must be a pencil, number two,
the bubbles are winking at me,
a spider with a hundred little anxious eyes:
“number two, just like you…”
The boy beside me has no trouble;
his pencil is fine, and long, and perfect,
everything a pencil should be.
But I got to this test at the wrong time
and the odds are against me –
compared to my neighbor,
I hardly have a pencil at all.
I stare at the test,
despaired and distressed
over an open-ended question,
then I circled letter B.

P.I. Run
Caitlyn McNicholl

Thin strips dissolve to sugar on the
tippy tops of our tongues—you and
I, on our trip to the moon.

It’s the middle of february,
bundled in blue wool, we sat
and watched the world quake.

Eyes glossy, speech slurred-mouths
wide open, toothy grins. Your hair
tangled up during lift off.

This is the only photo we have
of that first voyage together,
it would be better to forget.
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Reflected Destruction
Samanthajo Hugar
Day fades to night
mist, smoke, and fog rising
from ashen earth.
Charred remains beneath
fire-torn trees,
wind-whipped willows.
All life extinguished by a spark—
Willows wind-whipped,
trees fire-torn
beneath remains charred,
earth ashen from
rising fog and smoke, mist.
Night fades to day.
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Reflecting on the Possibility...
Ryan Kushner

I arose early from my space cot,
Suddenly nostalgic for my adolescent days
At summer camp, where I was bunk mates
With a boy named Nathaniel, who refused
To take showers.

Among them would by my cat, Mr. Sniffers
Who was always scratching up my favorite sitting
Chair on the porch.
And my barber, always nervous that I would leave him
For another barber, one with steadier hands.

I looked out at the stars surrounding my shuttle
pod.
They shined bright
Twinkling like a million little lost
Souls, lost to the cosmos now.

Well, I have left you now, Patrick,
But it was not for steadier hands,
But for a shaky space shuttle, where I look out at you
And drink stale coffee out of an astronaut mug
That fits somewhat perfectly in the palm of my hand.
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Reproductive
Ryan Kushner

The face of a lover is an unknown, precisely because it is invested with so much of oneself. It
is a mystery, containing, like all mysteries, the possibility of torment.
James Baldwin, Another Country
I should begin by letting you know that I am probably not the one who
should be telling you all this. I’ve always been prone to a certain unreliable nervousness, which I suppose I inherited from my mother…or maybe it’s my father.
I’m never one hundred percent sure…either way, my parent was the last universal
common ancestor, and so he was under a lot of pressure. Understandable. But he
never understood my unquenchable need for the love of a fellow prokaryote!
I’m sorry… let me back up a few billion years. Apparently, when everyone
found out that my parent was going to end up as the progenote (the most recent
common ancestor of all current life on earth), most thought it was probably a mistake. My father was not exactly the “last universal common ancestor type,” if you
know what I mean. He took to the role awkwardly, insisting that everyone call him
“Luca,” sort of half-jokingly. He was often morbid at large gatherings and would
mutter things like “Phagocytosis is destiny.” Not only this, but he had an embarrassingly hydrophobic proteome, and so was often secreting large quantities of oil
wherever he went. This was a difficult trait for some to overlook.
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Still, the single-celled Luca attempted to do the best he could for his newfound responsibility of populating the pool with his fluids. He ended up growing
into his role rather well and continued squirting out oily descendants whenever he
had the chance, slowly filling the warm, murky slough of silky slime that I would
one day also enter and call home. Archaea and Bacteria split from him fairly early
on. I came a little bit later… Archaea and Bacteria, known as groups A. and B.,
were always pretty close to one another and sometimes my group couldn’t help
feeling like the odd man out. They did things and moved things we could not.
I felt like maybe some of them didn’t “get” me. Luca would sometimes try to
comfort me about this and say that hopefully I would evolve in such a way that I
wouldn’t think and talk so much because it was bumming everyone out.
In his later years, Luca was fairly strict about a lot of things when it came
to slime and producing more slime. “To produce more slime,” Luca would tell
us, his flagellum flapping, “that is what it’s all about.” He would then make a weird
face and disgorge a few more soggy discolored versions of himself into the growing
pool. This was the way of things. It was not only an increasingly successful process
(much to everyone’s surprise), it grew to be considered sacred and beautiful and
we would all slosh around in slow, circular motions with each other, excited by the
possibilities of life and reproduction, which was life. Cells from A. and B. groups
were absolute pros at reproduction. They were an inspiration to watch and often
all the microorganisms would gather around to watch them work their magic.
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My group started out normal enough. We floated around in discharge
from a branch of the Archaea group. It was clear, though, that we were a little late
to the party. Something about us seemed different… It was a small group at first
and, I don’t want to seem like I’m bragging, but it soon became apparent that
many of us had a nucleus and other organelles enclosed within our membranes.
This made some of us somewhat self-conscious. Other microorganisms didn’t
quite know what to do with us, but enrolled us into reproduction classes nonetheless.
In the beginning, a lot of us did fairly well in Reproduction School, performing some basic fragmentation and some rudimentary budding. However, after
a few hundred thousand years of getting settled in the pond, something about our
new branch seemed a little bit off kilter, and started to concern some of the elder
cells in the goop. Our production rates were slower and messier than previous
microorganisms, and our general enthusiasm for the process began to be seen as
somewhat lacking. I remember during one session, in a course called “I’m Asexual
and So Are You,” the instructor, a bacterium, told students, “You’re allowed to enjoy your work a little, you know. Isn’t this great?” He then shook his cellular wall
and squirted out ten more of himself, all of whom proceeded to agree with him.
The class managed to muster up some head-nodding to please the instructor, but it
began to be clear that their nucleus just wasn’t into it. Many struggled through basic
binary fission and eventually others stopped coming to class altogether. The future
did not seem bright for Eukaryote at this point in time.
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Being of a previously mentioned nervous disposition, I tended to stay
close to where I felt safest. This happened to be in close proximity to Luca, who
by this time was getting on in years, but could still sling slime a champion. I was
not quite as prolific… From the very beginning, I struggled to reproduce. I would
of course try budding now and again, but it always left me feeling empty…my
half-hearted replicas kept killing themselves. I felt that that was a bad sign. Yet,
Luca never gave up on me and was often offering encouragement. “What are you,
a p ssy?” he would say tenderly. It was a long time before I could ever admit to
Luca that thought I was in love.
Love… What does that even mean? Can it ever? Today we have multiple
variations and definitions for the concept, but even those don’t help to clarify the
gruesome dilemma for me. All I know was that it made me feel as though I was
dying all the time. OK, I should probably back up again. You see how bad I am
at this? I tried to warn you, but you kept reading. So here we are: you stuck in a
confusing story, and me stuck in a confusing situation.
To begin again: I first saw her during Reproduction School. She was sitting
two cells ahead of me and I watched as the Great Light danced upon the oozy
discharge gently bubbling around her squirming flagellum. My friend KM0L9 told
me that her name was Eloise Glessner and that she was a something of a favorite
student of reproduction instructors. It was easy to see why. Eloise was a natural at
producing genetically identical cells. I remember thinking that, despite being completely identical to everyone else’s, each one of Eloise’s asexual fragmentations was
uniquely beautiful, although I didn’t quite know what that meant. I’m sure there is
a cell out there with more organelles than I who understands “beauty” correctly,
but, for me, it has always been a moment in which I have felt a great reluctance to
leave. I’m almost positive that’s wrong, though. All I know is that I never wanted to
leave the brief moments I shared with Eloise.
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We graduated during a strange time for Eukaryotes. Z100KL had been
appointed by Luca as the primary leader of the Eukaryotes and gathered us together for a highly anticipated announcement. Because of my poor reproductive rates,
I did not receive the message that the event was going to be held, but I had overheard that it would be happening on a Tuesday afternoon (it is sometimes difficult
to keep secrets in the crowded slime of early microorganisms). I slithered over to
the announcement and tried to blend in with the other million cells that looked
exactly like me. I laid low in the back, and, to my excitement and dread, saw Eloise
positioned a few rows ahead of me.
Z100KL’s announcement certainly did not disappoint in relation to its
significance for the group. He announced that after much experimentation, he had
officially invented love (that ever-fickle concept). Of course, no one quite understood what he was talking about. Apparently he had anticipated this. He invited a
cell in the audience, pNQ55, to join him up on the stage. Once pNQ55 had arrived, Z100KL suddenly began squashing up against him and seemed intent upon
smothering him. Everyone began to feel a little bit uncomfortable. Some rushed to
the stage to stop it, but Z100KL held up his flagellum and said to be patient. We
waited. Finally, after what seemed like forever, Z100KL parted from pNQ55 (who
seemed rather annoyed). But that wasn’t all. After a little more time passed, all the
cells looked and saw a new cell emerge after the strange encounter. The new cell,
according to Z100KL, now had the genes of both him and pNQ55. The majority
of the audience exploded into applause at the astonishing act. The possibilities
seemed endless. It was the dawning of a new age. I looked over at Eloise. She
seemed confused, but still curious at the implications. After the day of the meeting,
I lay awake all night between the oily cells of thousands of my genetically similar
brothers and sisters and could not fend off the feeling of incredible loneliness. If I
had contributed anything to the current characteristics of humanity, it would have
been anxiety and depression. The failure of love…or the success of it.
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The practice Z100KL had introduced was quickly banned in the pond by
Luca. It was deemed to be disgusting and unnatural by groups A. and B. “It’s an
abomination!” Luca often yelled. “Not only is it nauseating,” 884G4, a respected
member of group A. stated, “it is inefficient! I can shoot out five, six organisms by
the time this practice can produce one lousy Eukaryote. Look, I just produced two
now while I was talking! This is a clear sign of how unnatural this new so-called
‘love’ is. Peh! What’s next? Are they going to walk on land? Give me a break!”
Yet, in the cooler, shallower parts of the slough, the odd practice continued
between several venturous Eukaryotes, often under the sprinkled shine of a more
distant lighting system. It developed something of a cult following. I would sometimes slink by these secret gatherings of night, vaguely and distantly craving the
interaction my peers first timidly, then passionately immersed themselves in. I
searched in vain for Eloise amid the muck.
This continued on for several months. I tried to fight the urge I felt inside
of me to engage in Z100KL’s “love.” I bought every self-help guide to mitosis
on the market (surprisingly not that many), thinking that if I could just get into a
comfortable routine of asexual reproduction, I could ignore or even overcome my
increasingly apparent desire to mix my genes with Eloise. I didn’t want to create a
soft, slimy batch of myself. I wanted a soft, slimy batch of myself and Eloise, forever intertwined in genetic membranes tucked safely away from the outside mire.
One particularly bright night, I had my chance.
During my aimless nightly slithering, I spotted her floating idly on the outskirts of the shallow waters where the controversial Eukaryotes came to love. Seeing her there, with her smooth, transparent Golgi apparatus reflecting the mystery
of the night sky and making it her own, I felt the unutterable pang of death flush
through my nuclear pores. The feeling passed, but I was shaken to my nucleus by
the mere sight of her.
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She was peering into the forbidden procreative behavior of our brethren and
seemed to be hesitating about whether or not to go in and join them. I don’t know how I
managed to move, but somehow I ended up next to her, secreting oil heavily.
“Oh, hi there,” she said. Her voice was like the tide.
“Hi,” I responded, cleverly.
“Can you believe these cells?”
“Yeah,” I said vaguely, “for real.”
“It’s like they have no fear,” she said, almost whispering.
“What do you mean by that?”
“Well,” she continued, still not quite looking at me, “fear of losing themselves.
Fear of slowing down production rates. And for what? Dirtying their genes with another
cell? I’m sorry, but sometimes I just don’t get it. How do they expect to fill the whole pond,
let alone the whole earth, at this awkward pace?”
“What do you mean by ‘the earth’?” I asked.
“Why, the earth,” she said, finally turning toward me. “The world. The big thing the
pond is in. You haven’t heard about this?”
I stared at her blankly.
“Look, come here,” she said, and led me to the surface of the slime. “Lie down and
look straight up with me.”
We both floated there, side by side, our backs to the only world I had ever known.
“Pay attention,” she said, noticing my frightened look. “Lie still. Feel the pull.”
I laid still. For a long time I felt nothing but fear. Fear that everything I had known
would disappear. Fear that my genes would never spread beyond myself. Then, I looked
over at Eloise, and how peaceful she seemed there, in the face of the unknown, staring down
the vast twilight as if she had a right to, as if it was all merely a part of her own cellular wall.
Suddenly, in the stillness of Eloise, I felt it. I felt the slow awesome rotation of a massive
cosmos beyond my pool, beyond myself, on the cusp of forever.
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It was moving, this great force, that seemed to sing my insignificance. I did
not know where it was moving, where it was taking me to, this cosmic thing, but as
I felt its great rumble of helpless wonder and brilliance for the first time, I looked
over at Eloise, laying less than a ribosome away from me, and I realized that I did
not particularly care.
After what seemed like eternity itself, Eloise floated back down without saying a
word. I followed her and, when we reached the bottom, asked if she would love
me.
“Oh, I’m sorry,” she said a little suddenly. “But you actually haven’t even reproduced on your own yet. If I’m going to mix my genes up, it’s going to have to be
with a rather healthy and prolific cell, reproduction-wise. Nothing personal. But
go ahead down there and jump in. I’m sure there are a couple hundred thousand
others who would be up for that.”
“But, I don’t want any others,” I said, helpless and confused. “I only want to mix
with your genes.”
“What?” Eloise said, perplexed. “That doesn’t make any sense.”
“That’s all I want, Eloise.” Her name was so delicious on my lips. “I’ve been in
torment since I first saw you. I want to reproduce with you and only you. Anything
else would be pointless. You’ve shown me the world, Eloise. You are the world,
Eloise. I know I haven’t been great at reproducing in the past, but I love you! I’ve
saved my genes for you and only you! Doesn’t that count for something more?”
Eloise stared at me blankly, as blankly as I had stared at her when she told me of
the mystery of the earth. I lacked the skill to convince her that this new mystery,
the mystery of my love, was just as real and just as strong.
She left me there, saying that she was tired and that I was obviously confused. She
said that my time would be better spent focusing on spreading my genes around
the pool so that I wouldn’t get left behind. Perhaps she was right.
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I saw her around the pool several times after that, mixing her genes smartly and
eloquently with other prolific reproducers like herself, and the resulting organisms soon
evolved into strong and influential leaders in the pool. There is currently realistic talk
about expansion onto land. These are truly progressive times.
As for myself, after telling Luca of my dilemma, I was banished to the shallow
ends of the slime and could only visit on holidays or special occasions. I spend most of
my time up on the surface of the pool, trying to feel the rotation of the earth the way I felt
it with Eloise beside me. This is not to say I have never since been offered the chance to
mix my genes with another cell. I have been, several times. Yet, perhaps against my better
judgment, I’ve turned down every one of them. My genes are meaningless and sad unless
they are able to gently caress and entangle themselves with genes of Eloise for all of time.
And so I lay here, alone and miserable, on a surface of slime being pushed through the
cosmos, unable and unwilling to be reproductive. Until now. Is this love? This misery,
this loneliness? Perhaps. I’m probably not the one who should say.
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setting-up camp
Caroline Magoc
if we leave you, my hair becomes reeds
limbs collect as stones, my neck
becomes the thinnest country, solitary.
my youth is yours, following a reef
made up of swinging typewriters
like stiff & forgotten games of hangman.
i taste your gunpowder, feel the barn
red against my back and the rush
of slick arrows past my whisked hair.
i smooth this skirt, in pretense, like
you didn’t push it and pull innocence
that bunched beneath my ankles.
when i drift i smell your taste for murder
like distant lines of linen, moving
harshly in a breeze of rigidity & bones.
it’s the wolf in his lullaby that tricks
and whispers dirty truths of remorse,
draining power like suicidal tendencies do.
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Shenandoah
Megan Pacileo

I think that was the first time I scared
my mother,
the night when I danced around the
stones of the fire pit.
Barefoot,
hopping from stone to stone.
Quick.
Quick.
Quick.
So I didn't burn the bottom of my feet.
I don't know why I did it.
Maybe it was the way
the crackle
the pop
of the fire
was the perfect tempo for dancing.
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Maybe it was because for once
I didn't want to be
the quiet one
in the corner
with her book.
They gathered around and
watched,
each swaying step.
I don't remember that night,
(They'd tell me in the morning
why my feet hurt the way they did)
But I do remember my mother
watching me
leaping from stone
to stone.
Sometimes I catch her looking at
me still
with something
akin to fear
in her eyes.
Like she's still watching me,
dancing around that fire.

Ugly Lamp Shades
Brittany Talley

Ten broken ballerinas poised in air,
Curtains drawn and the spotlight diminished,
Skirts torn, worn from criticism, despair,
Locked in the attic, their time is finished,
No need, unappreciated trinkets,
Décor does not match. Harsh lines, bold colors,
Hinder the ballerinas in their midst,
Legs placed back on the floor, no more dancers,
The color is drained, light is flickering,
Melted wax oozes downward towards the floor,
Gray shadows are haunting, chanting, casting,
Collecting dust, now their only chore,
No final curtain call, the act is done,
The light is out, the audience long gone.
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temporal guesses
Caroline Magoc

take the body of your lover,
move yourselves to this muddy lake,
fall out of the tree tops, into sandcastles
of glass shards and paper airplanes.
hold each other until a continent
moves between your fingers, snapping
your welded joints apart and alone.

wrap your arms around invisible figures,
hills of bodies between sheets and quilts
that can never get quite close enough.
look into voided eyes and whisper
secrets to the fibers of your white pillows.
your legs grasp air and fall, forgetting
that his eyes held you against gravity.
it’s time that traces its tongue on you
as you watch numbers, living in dread
and punishing the hours with thought.
so twist yourself tightly into imaginary
breath clouds in the dusty twilight
and dance the dream of cries at night
as though your lover watches.
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Withdrawal
Megan Pacileo

Pretend our Thoughts are Constellations
and feel them—Explode—beneath nicotine stained
fingernails. Watch the pearlescent
bubbles fall like stars against the Warped
leaded windows as we shake Stardust
from our Hair—I’ll let you paint Galaxies
into my skin as I tell you Stories
of Far-Away lands that have Ceased
to Exist. Wrap your Arms around my Waist
and let me see Infinity hidden inside the Crook
of your elbow—and Feel the Cold Sweat of morning
against your Eyelids—and understand that
Night has ended. Because what I’ve tasted of Desire
I have figured out what you are—Heroin Forbidden—
temptation—and I find
Myself—in Desperate need of a Fix.
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Untitled
Lea Boreland
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After Marina Abramovic’s performance
“Breathing In / Breathing Out (Death Itself)”

in

Sit with me in a
cold room
with a wood
fan and hear every elastic tug.
Let me breathe for you
will you breathe for me?
Your lips to my lips
pass
and we will		
back breaths until
the moon beats
to the sound of bears
and you
hear it through your
lips.
Rhythmic
until the rhythm tears
the skin
from the meat
and plays
from the bones		
In
oscillation we
sense ultraviolet rays

Let every
syllable smell like
plums and tree sap
until everything
even the moon
vibrates
with the single intensity
of 		
a breath passed
over and over again
Until
you are bleeding carbon
and protons and
love and it still vibrates and with
it				
you
shake.

it?

dark rooms.
Do you taste

Sit on the inside of a bass drum
and hear the
kick-beat
Will you hear
it with me?
I am young but
I can weep.

Visage
Gary Van Luven

Childhood is a glimpse into solipsism,
but how often is it recalled with one eye?
Weather would be nice, to find my place,
set the stage, impossible for me.
Outside could not be seen.
Bloodied tears,
Bloodied nose,
to me but liquid on my hospital clothes,
Weeks spent in beds not your own,
But worst of all?
To look through both eyes
and have no control.
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Wonder Woman Wears Turtlenecks
Caitlin Mininger
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On Saturdays, Diana puts on shirts
that go way up to her neck, avoids skirts,
neglects to shave her legs, haunts the Bat Cave.
There, she challenges the bold and the brave
to tests of great skill–button mashing wise.
In every game, she flat-out beats the guys,
Though speedster Barry will always blame lag.
Well, Wonder Woman doesn’t like to brag:
she just kicks ass once more for good measure.
Heroes must seize such rare days of leisure³
margaritas the best cure for a funk
(plus Clark Kent sings karaoke when drunk).
Sure, Sunday crime-fighting’s rough hung-over,
but justice is served—and in heels moreover.

Narcissus| Katie Porter

Anima Animus| Katie Porter
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Brave
Angela Gallagher
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I will never understand
How people could possibly think
That being scared
Lonely
Or sad
Makes them any less brave
Than someone who wakes up
Ready to fight dragons
Every morning
Because darling I know
Know how it is to wake up
Only to fight the same fears
Demons
From the day before
Because getting up
Out of bed

Despite the bone deep sadness
Or the ache of yesterday's hurts
That is bravery too
Just because some dragons are invisible
Doesn't make them any less real

Down and Up, Up and Down
SaraBoreland
Hood
Lea

gasp
swoosh and splash
shallow lightness
deep darkness
tight lungs
plugged ears
panic, panic, panic
air need air
~rise~
air need air
panic, panic, panic
ears plugged
lungs tight
darkness deep
lightness shallow
splash and swoosh
gasp
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Broken
Tereza Pintur

The limb of a tree hanging,
About to snap.
A deep puddle of mud,
Leaves drenched and drowning.
The trees are now bare,
Sad and wilting.
All colors blurred by the eerie fog.
All creatures stay in their hiding places
In fear of being swept away.
The aftermath of a hurricane.
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F cku :: Haiku
Caitlyn McNicholl

My master plan failed.
I’m in the theater alone,
without audience.
You found my weakness—
tore apart my lawless heart;
used it against me.
Master without Doll,
I’ve no more strings to pull on;
I’ll be so lonely.
Suddenly alone—
my companion has left me.
You knew the whole plot.
I’ll find a new plan,
pull you back in by the string
and lock you away.
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Grimm Marriage
Sara Hood
There was a Young Widow from Grimm,
Who eloped with a man on a whim,
But he was abusive,
And wasn’t exclusive,
So she chopped off his most precious limb.
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What Lies Beneath| Karly Burns
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Blitzkrieg Cinema
Daniel Kawecki
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When I rolled in through the doors of West End Cinema, excitement and thrill hung
over my face like a wet towel. My eyes wanderingly clinging to seats close to the screen,
immediately spotting three pairs of high heels click-clacking to the front row. A lump
of anxiety dredges down my throat emitting a formation of smoke, slowly forming into
words; W...ait!. The stored words ignite a flame of frustration inside my chest. Should
I run? My legs tremble for a moment but begin turning in the direction of an usher
pointing a brood of teenagers to the left aisle. A drop of sweat glides down my cheek
and onto my nape. Something began picking at my face; the stares of two gentlemen
sitting in seats by the exit shook my mind into bewilderment, blood-boiling. As I took a
glimpse at their lit-up faces, several more aroused visages spawned light before my feet.
The movie that began on screen was now a ballroom full of dancers surrounding my
ears and eyes. The cacophony of whispers and stares spoke down my throat a speech
of boulders. It was more than enough to send me leaping out the door, when abruptly,
an invisible might dragged me back into the darkness of the theater. A fleeting moment
of focused eyes settling their sight on the screen gave me time to slither down into a
seat. With a few minutes past, the movie’s final scene gave way to the effulgence of eight
bulbs spewing light at the ceiling. It’s great to have these lights in such a dark room.
Something about the way they turned on spun cobwebs of comfortable thoughts up and
around the folds of my brain. In the moment, my eyes were open, and the lights pinned
my apprehension to the wall as I stood on my heels with a chuckle watching it squirm
helplessly.

Leviathan
John Benko Jr.

Leviathan awoke.
His first breath
Consumed all life
in the sea.
His first movement
Flooded
All
The lands.
His second movement
Split the Earth
In half.
Thank god I live on Mars!
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Policia| Jeffrey Annunziata

Hypocrites
Sara Hood

Why is the wolf
big and bad
in all children stories?
He’s just a dog
with very big teeth,
hungry for bacon and beef.
Why do we care
about three little pigs
bred to be stuffed and slaughtered?
They are quite tasty
in all types of dishes,
so if the wolf is bad,
we are vicious.
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Imagism
Maggie Sullivan
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With heavy coats and squeaky, damp boots that haven’t dried just yet,
We push open the heavy wooden door
And the cold winter air pushed swiftly across our eyes and ears.
The tears of the Milky Way have stopped now
And the sky has opened up to reveal what is left of the day
Before the night takes us in.
“Look”, he says, “The sky is my favorite shade of blue”
And we look, and I see not only the cold, ocean of the air
But also the love in his crystal eyes
Love of the open sky
Love of the breath of winter
And now each time the clouds part ways
At 5:03 in the evening, when the air is cold like the night ocean,
I look up, I see the blue, I see the love
And I see you.

More than What you See|Sabrina VanTine
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Jacob
Ryan Kushner

This poem is dedicated to every Jacob
Who carved his name into wet cement, long
Since turned to stone.
And to every Monica, or Dorothy, or Luis,
Who took the risk of having their name become
scratched
Into the sidewalk forever.
For every Patrick, or Deshawn
Or Jamie and Franklin, Melinda,
Joey, Jessica and Monroe.
Your names are now part of the
Places you came from
And the years you wrote them.
And each and every pedestrian walking by
This childhood memorial of yours
Glances down at it fondly
And remembers back to
The time you ran through the sprinklers
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To impress your mother
Or when you scrapped your knees
On the concrete steps
And hid from the mailwoman.
Yes, Desiree, Xavier, Erica and Henry
Yes, Noah and Jennie 2004, “Bobby WINS!”
And Michaela.
People pass your first engraving, your first name
The first word you learned to spell
And then to love
And then to hate
And they think of you.
But no one remembers you like I do.
Especially you, Aaron, Ryan, Dan and Tom.

I am here to tell you that you have all reached the
Childish immortality you innocently sought
That random summer day when you were bored.
Each and every one of you.

You will never be forgotten.
You will never be erased.
You will never be left out.
How does it feel?
How does it feel?
How does it feel?
How does it feel?
How does it feel?

e
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Hot Peppers
Naomi Greenstein
and i remember the day you left, seeing only your back,
clad all in yellow – that stained raincoat –
storming out of the house and shaking the ground with words of thunder.
i remember your face in the rearview mirror,
driving away in your beat-up Subaru,
waving your
F*CK YOU finger
in the air at all you were leaving behind,
through the rain that dripped into the cracks of my rusty, broken façade.
heavy drops slid down the panes of glass that separated us while the fierce bright taillights of your retreat
stung my swollen eyes,
and i almost wanted the fog to swallow you up for good.
“The rain is God crying,” my sister told me. we sat on lawn chairs in the garage, while she sucked dismally
on strawberry popsicles, the saccharine sweetness of their aroma permeating the smell of fresh rain.
funny she would say that, since we all grew into Atheists.
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and all the while, my mother cried, hiding her face behind empty cans and bottles.
hours later, you returned, like nothing had happened,
muttering in the kitchen over a wrought-iron pan full of hot peppers from mom’s garden.
do they taste like she would, of nicotine and regret?
you said it was the peppers making the tears leak from the corners of your eyes, but really, I think
even you wished the fog had swallowed you up for good.
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Long Line Verse
Maggie Sullivan
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As I was walking the dry, heated asphalt, the sun beating down so hard that the
cicadas were screeching,
Even the breeze that blew was that like a sweep out of an oven door
I think to myself, embrace it now, for a colder time is coming.
As I watched the blazing sun go down and took note of how deep in the evening it
already was, even the night air had hints of the leftover blazing fire lingering in its breath
I begin to wish for colder nights, better for sleeping, better for resting
But not better for walking through the heaps of thick, slushy muck that fills the
sidewalks, streets, lawns, cars, parking lots, walkways…
For months upon months in this part of the earth.

Love
Jonah Jackson

At that moment I stared back into her
eyes that longed for me.
It was a peaceful, loving place…
Those eyes.
Those eyes they stared at me as a
newborn looks at his mother,
having no fear, knowing that in her arms
is where he belongs.
She loves me more than the body loves
the nourishment of food.
My love would be her food, all the nourishment she would need.
I knew this all too well.
I accepted her love, but I hated it.
I hated it because I knew I didn’t
deserve it.
Her love gave me solace; solace in that I
knew someone out there cared,
Someone wanted me.
As selfish as I am, I’m young.
Moreover I’ve been told I’m too young to
know what love is,
like a newborn I would grow into

understanding and truly feel love.
Why can’t what I feel for her be love.
Am I still too young?
too inexperienced?
She continued to look at me, much like a
mother looks at her newborn, in hope, in
hope of the bright future that lay ahead of
him, she hopes for
happiness.
She loves me, I know that and she knows
that I know.
She looked at me much like a vicious
starved lioned stares at its prey.
My love was her prey, this love that
society says I have no business knowing,
love I was incapable of understanding.
But I know I feel something much like
a lion knows instinctively he is a king, a
ruler, a conqueror from birth.
I had conquered her and now she waited
with baited breath for me to lay down my
love to her. She looks, she waits.
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The Magic Candle
Sara Hood
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The still flame
blazes atop
my wooden dresser,
hypnotizing my eyes
with rickety repetition.

I step closer
and slowly recognize
the veiled deception
which masked my
sense of sight.

Nothing moves
but the shimmer
of bright orange,
pulling me towards
its magnetic force.

It is not real—
an illusion of warmth—
a fake glow—
blown out
with a flick of a switch.

Final Product| Courtney O’Hara
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Mixed Forms
Maggie Sullivan

The birds are dying
Outside the students’ housing
Dead birds dropping
I stepped outside my apartment on a
crisp fall morning and admired the beauty of the world around me: the colorful
foliage, the brisk air whisking through
my hair, the peaceful silence of the day
not quite begun. And then I looked
down. And there it was.
Poor little dead bird
His eyes still open
Lying on the ground
My heart was broken for this poor creature. What happened to him? He is now
out in the civilized elements and isn’t
laid to rest in peace with nature. I would
do something, but I became wary about
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diseases it may carry.
He is not diseased
The fear of touching him is
Human fears blight us
I leave him alone. He stays there for
days. I have spoken to other students
who have also shared stories of their
findings of dead birds outside their
apartments and we all are questioning
why it is happening. Yet none of us are
doing anything about it.
SK*t, life is not good
Why are these birds damned for life
They have no hope here
But then, the first snowflake fell. And
finally, he was laid to rest in peace
with nature.

Medium of Expression
Alyssa Kuzcka

My blood is paint
my tongue is words
my eyes are windows
to a little world
that is my brain
where expression flows
out my hands and feet
which are puppet shows
my spine is a tree

which bends and grows
rings of wisdom
that are unknown
my lungs are books
they set knowledge free
pumping the paint
giving life to me
expression shown
with my whole body.
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Cyber Zoo: Tortoise| Joseph Lehr

Cyber Zoo: Giraffe| Joseph Lehr
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Cyber Zoo: Goat| Joseph Lehr

The Moon Glistened
Thijs Wolf

The moon glistened,
Flying through the window
like a history through our souls.
A cage filled with hatred, confusion, lost
voices,
and screams that echo off the blood
stained walls
Children caught up in reckless oblivion
An old man spoke a word,
Forgotten.
People were silenced,
covered with diminishing hope.
Pushed, pulled, stamped, shot.
Day after day people cover up the worry,
Pushing it away, like a long summer
walking through the park, dreaming.
Reality strikes again.
Forgotten.
Souls wrenched from within.
Destroyed. Murdered.
As the doors were shut, the room filled

with people young to old.
Screaming, shouting, laughing with pain.
Ubiquitous ignorance grabbed hold,
Forgotten.
The black and white stripes on their
attire,
Struck with monotony,
Like an incarcerated civilian
with the innocent heart of a champion.
The room turned dim,
Forgotten.
The gas poured in,
Stripped nude. I write for hope. Survival.
Some prayed, others cried. It was the
final words,
Of lives never lived.
Worlds never explored,
Souls never touched.
Forgotten.
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Moonlight Romance
Angela Gallagher
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What I remember most about that summer
Spent in a tired old cabin by a green weedy lake
Is the books
Shelves and rows of books all lining the living room walls
A paradise to a little girl just discovering the magic inside
But most of all I remember being too short to reach the really interesting ones
the ones with passion and adventure
Being told I was too little
Too little to reach and too little to read what my sister called ‘french novels’
and part way through the summer i wanted to say “you’re wrong”
since they weren’t french at all but in english
but that would mean telling and telling meant trouble
so out of bed i would slip - small feet dancing across the floors
trying to avoid the creak of old wood
I would always forget the one step and freeze breathless
Waiting for a light to flicker on
But luck or perhaps the oldness of the house was on my side
And so I would climb upon the bookcase ledge
Stretching as far as I could to reach
and read forbidden things by the light of the moon

These Faces are Shadows
Megan Pacileo

It’s Disneyland. And my family.
We look happy, don’t we?
Cinderella’s castle behind us
and mouse ears on our heads.
See my dad’s hand on my arm?
The white knuckles holding me in the
frame. I hated taking pictures.
See my sister looking away from the
camera. She was looking at a boy.
My mom’s behind her sunglasses, not
really there. They don’t look like
this anymore.

Or they didn’t the last time I saw them.
My dad, emaciated from drinking his
dinners, his hands shaking, trembling.
And mom won’t look you in the eye,
embarrassed by those pills in her
nightstand that she takes to stop her
crying. My sister is living in a trailer with
her two kids and no husband around.
And me? I don’t look like that anymore
either. That’s not really me in the picture
since I slit my wrists in the bathtub
last Halloween.
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Zanderlust
Caroline Magoc

Ds soon as L know where my legs move
me this soul stops following them, loses
the way; L am dripping like melting
glaciers into rivers, running into unknown
states that widen to countries and farther,
to create a universe of distrust.
Lt’s this path of tripping we should
all take into wiles and chaos, feel the
unruliness of every galaxy and each
lyrically wild night.
L sense a presence in my reckless
wandering and every uncharted
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field affair, and the depths of each
tainted dream.
L throw off a quilt of protection and L
dance out of the boxed confines they
raised.
Where are trips and falls and returns,
wild, be wild in the moonlight and move
heavy like the earth never tasted so good
to stand on with kissing feet and yearning
limbs.

New Hampshire Revenge
Samanthajo Hugar

Her lace dress lies creased
like folds on a marble statue
while moonlight caresses
the curves of her porcelain
body wrapped in tangled sheets.
The smirk on her pink lips
mocks me to move closer.
My left hand trembles, clutching

the newly opened note
while my right hand drives
the silver letter opener,
piercing her flawless skin.
I place his message
and her muddy diamond ring
in the pooling blood.
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One with Nature
Sara Hood
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My cracked toes scrape
the vanishing edge
of the great precipice.
Gold dust coats
my weak ankles,
joining me to earth.
My lips split
as a warning gust
slaps my flushed face.
My eyes bleed salt
as I paint the canyon
with centuries of red.
My arms stretch out
to feel the energy
of the watchful sun.
I smile at the beauty
carved into the sand
before my legs
take the final step.

Non-Poet Anatomy
Caitlyn McNicholl

My life’s a messy allegory, a storybook inside
my head. The characters, the plot develops,
these dynamic non-realities unfoldthen twist
to sudden ends. Then, just before the moral,
my vision blurs to shades of deep cerulean—
viridian—ultramarine acrylic strokes of beautiful creation thrown haphazardly on a canvas
too big for the brush.
(I was never very good at painting anyway… )
My brain’s a f cking powerhouse. Equations
flash rapidly down the stem of a brain cell—
gutted with dents of experience, charged with
viridian—cerulean—ultramarine rays of dull
energy and comes equipped with an arsenal of

wisdom beyond the year of a saint.
(And there’s no way of stopping it
now… )
my thoughts are merely epitaphs. each
left to their own graves neglected in
time’s cemetery chipping away from the
ultramarine cerulean, viridian swirls on
the icy slabs of marble where they eternally rest
A good few wasted reflections left to
weather the seasons in solitary contempt.
(‘cause the caretaker quit and loyal help
is so hard to keep)
Finally, that soul of mine’s an old soldier,
still wandering this weary way of
living with the blues.
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I Owe My Soul to the Company
Kira Kitchen

You load sixteen tons, what do you get?
Another day older and deeper in debt.
“Saul, you do realize we’re trespassing right now, right?”
“Oh, come off it Les, we’ll be fine. Like they ever monitor the mines at night.”
Leslie rolled her eyes as she quietly tip-toed past the empty mine carts behind Saul. For the
past month, all Saul had been raving about was checking out the inside of the coal mines
on the edge of town. Being the good best friend that she was, Leslie had done her best to
try and talk Saul out of it even though she admittedly had her own curiosity for the mines
as well.
So, when the inevitable time came, she had no one but herself to blame as Saul knocked
on her window at half-past midnight to entice her out into the night air. Shucking on a pair
of shoes and tying her hair back, Leslie had shimmied out of her bedroom window silently,
falling quickly into line behind Saul as they started the long haul out of town. Really, the
mines were only a short fifteen minute jaunt outside of town. Leslie and Saul’s trip took
longer though, as they were trying their hardest not to get caught out after curfew.
“Well you never know,” Leslie grumbled under her breath, checking behind them one last
time before slipping down the mine tunnel with Saul.
“I do know!” Laughed Saul cockily, pausing so Leslie could catch up, before throwing an
overconfident arm on her shoulder. “’Sides, what can they do? Give us suspension? Fine
us? Bring it, I say.”
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“Settle down there killer,” She rolled her eyes, hauling Saul’s arm off of her shoulder. “Now, what exactly is it that you
want to do in here? I can’t imagine you wanted to come here without some sort of purpose.”
“Oh come on Les, isn’t just exploring enough?” Saul wandered off, peering into one of the mine carts sitting on the rails.
It was more than likely empty. Leslie didn’t know much about the work that went on in the mines, but it didn’t seem like a
safe business practice to keep your product sitting out in the open overnight.
Then again, they probably weren’t expecting students breaking in during the night.
“Not with you, it isn’t,” Leslie scoffed, picking her way over to the mine shaft elevator that led deeper into the mine.
The elevator was a manual one, or what she assumed to be one. There was a lever to pull, and Leslie could only
assume that if it was pulled one way it went down, and if it was pulled the other it would go up. Having never been in the
mine before,
she could only guess how far down the elevator went.
“Wanna try it out?” Saul’s voice came out of nowhere, surprising Leslie. She jumped, stumbling back from the elevator. 
“What?” She stared at him like he had grown a third arm.
“The elevator,” He elaborated with what was supposed to be descriptive arm wave. “Do you want to take it for a ride?” 
“I don’t know,” Leslie frowned, nibbling nervously on her bottom lip. “I mean, we’re going to get into an awful lot of trouble
if we get caught in here as it is—do you really want to get caught operating some of this machinery without the proper
training?”
“Please,” Saul rolled his eyes. “It’s an elevator, Les. What’s the worst that could happen?” Without waiting for Leslie’s
opinion, he strode through the open grate and stood next to the lever. “Well? Are you coming? Or are you too chicken?”
Leslie sighed, making her decision before Saul could decide to start bawking at her. “Don’t say I didn’t warn you.” But,
against her better judgment, as had been occurring all night, she joined Saul in the elevator.
Helping Saul haul the grate shut, she only hesitated a moment before moving slightly closer to him. Desperately,
she wanted to grab his hand, try and talk him out of this one last time, but she didn’t. Even though there was a dark fear
rising in her, something pulling at her that something was about to go terribly, terribly wrong, Leslie didn’t try to stop Saul
from pulling the lever to send them down deeper into the mine.
With a sick groan, the elevator began its mind-numbingly slow descent deeper into the mines. As it crept downwards,
Leslie released a breath she hadn’t known she was holding. So far, so good.
“See?” Saul said, laughing, taking Leslie’s hand in his own. “I told you everything would be all right.”
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“Don’t say that,” She looked away, staring at the dirt wall just past the grate. They had completely sunk down below
the main level of the mine. Her feeling of unease had only grown stronger the further the elevator went down. “You’re going to
jinx—”Leslie faltered mid-sentence, as an ominous snapping sound rang out from above.
“Us,” Her voice fell, a soft quiet note filling the elevator, before both her and Saul’s screams rang out, echoing in the
elevator, as they plummeted down the shaft.
It was with a bang that the elevator hit the bottom, jolting both occupants to the floor in a pain-filled pile. The abrupt
stop kicked dust up, obscuring the exit. Every blink hurt, and Leslie was forced to close her eyes and wait for the throbbing in
her head to stop, or, at the very least, diminish to something more manageable.
Coughing because of the dust, she almost missed Saul’s awed voice say, “There’re people down here.”
Eyes still closed, Leslie retorted automatically, “Don’t be stupid numb-nuts, there can’t be people down here. The
mine’s closed.”
“Open your eyes Les, there are definitely people down here.”
Leslie slowly and carefully cracked her eyes open, wincing at the abnormally bright light flooding her gaze. Wincing,
she slammed them shut in pain, before opening them once more after the pain had faded a little. The cloud of dust she had first
witnessed when they had kissed the ground had died away, and she could see into this area of the mine clearly.
And Saul was right. There were people in the mine, working, even though by all means at this time of night there
shouldn’t be anyone in the mine, let alone working. It was surreal, and Leslie momentarily wondered if she had hit her head
harder than she thought, or if she was even awake.
“Why are there people here?” Leslie asked, gratefully accepting Saul’s hand to help her to her feet. The blood rushing
to her head as she stood did nothing to alleviate her headache, and as she stood, Leslie felt blood sliding down the side of her
face. She could manage the pain though; she always did.
“Who knows?” Saul shrugged, and for a moment they both observed the miners. They were in varying degrees of
physical fitness and age. Some had bulging muscles, while others were rod-thin. Some were old men, and others were kids
barely older than seven. Almost all of the workers were men though, Leslie noticed.
In the background, there were the constant snaps of metal hitting rock in a repetitive motion. It was almost soothing,
Leslie caught herself thinking. Like something she would put on her iPod if there was a recording of it.
“Besides,” Saul continued, looking around, “We should be concerned about how we’re going to get back to the surface.
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There’s got to be another elevator somewhere around here that we can use…”
“Yeah,” Leslie resolutely agreed, resigning herself to the trouble they would undoubtedly be in. “Might as
well get the chewing out over with.”
“Hey!” Saul approached one of the workers; a burly man with a graying red beard who was shoveling coal into
a mine cart.
“Hey man, do you know how we can get to the surface?”
The man ignored him, focused on his task of shoveling coal. When Leslie came to stand next to Saul, she noticed
that the man had a glazed look over his eyes, as if he wasn’t really there at all. He hadn’t so much as even twitched when Saul
addressed him. It was unnerving, and set her heart racing, and caused her head to throb even more.
“Hey,” Saul repeated louder, trying to grab the man’s attention. “Hey, could you answer me?” He looked as if he
was going to actually grab the man, and something in the back of her mind told Leslie that that would be a bad idea.
“Saul,” She grabbed Saul before he could grab the worker. “Let’s just ask someone else, okay?” She closed her
eyes, and tried to breathe through her headache, to focus past the distracting feeling of blood on her face.
Leslie looked around the open area, before spying a group of men standing around an elevator across the way. “See?
There’re more people over there—let’s just ask them.” And without waiting for an answer, she tugged Saul over towards the
group.
When they reached the group, the men were forcefully shoving a young boy into the elevator, before slamming the
grate shut on him, preventing him from escaping. Howling, the boy pounded his fists on the grate. The men ignored him,
pulling a lever to send them further into the mine.
“What are they doing?” Leslie murmured, more to herself than anyone else. “Why send him down by himself?”
“To see if there’s gas down there.” Saul responded automatically, and when Leslie snapped her attention to him,
he had an eerie look to his eyes, as if they were starting to glaze over like the other workers. “In old times, they used to send
children down into mines to see if there was poisonous gas that the miners might inhale. If the kid came up alive, it was
safe, and if not, well, it wasn’t. It was eventually deemed unethical, so they started sending birds down instead. It’s where the
phrase ‘canary in a coal mine’ came from.”
“That’s horrible,” Leslie shook her head in disgust. “But if that’s true, why are they sending the child down?
If they got caught, they’d be in a lot of trouble, considering that it’s illegal.”
“Maybe,” She continued, hesitating, casting a look around. “Maybe we should look for a way out
ourselves Saul.
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7KHpounding in her head was getting worse, and all Leslie wanted to do was lay down
and go to bed.“Come on,” She tugged on Saul’s hand as she took a step back, before turning to walk away.
As she turned, she plowed right into a woman’s chest.
Leslie stumbled back, an apology already out of her mouth as she got a proper look at the woman.
The woman was dressed in an all red business jacket and skirt with a black shirt underneath. Her red hair was pulled
back in a neat bun, and the planes of her face were sharp and angular as she looked down her nose at Leslie and Saul.
The woman’s eyes were a light enough brown that Leslie almost thought they were golden when she first looked at them.
“Who are you?” The woman had a distasteful tone to her voice, as if she had laid eyes on something particularly
unappealing. “Why are you here?”
When Saul and Leslie didn’t answer promptly, she rolled her eyes, and tapped coal black nails on her clipboard
in an annoyed manner.
“Luci!” She snapped, aggravated. In an instant, another woman appeared, as if out of nowhere. “Luci, you told
me nothing about getting new assignments today!”
“I’m sorry Ma’am,” Luci inclined her head towards who obviously was her boss. She perused her own
clipboard, flipping through pages as she checked for something. “I didn’t know anything about them either.”
“Honestly,” The boss rolled her eyes. “They just love screwing us over up top, don’t they?”
“Um,” Leslie interjected timidly, uncertain on whether it was all right for her to interrupt. “If you don’t mind
the interruption, but, we aren’t new assignments. At least, I don’t think so.”
“What do you mean you ‘don’t think so’?” Boss lady snapped irritably. “You either do or you don’t. Or was your
assignment screwed up? Who handled it? So help me if—”
“I mean, we never got an assignment,” Leslie jumped in hurriedly. “Saul and I were exploring the mine after
hours, and when we were in the elevator it just, sort of, fell? And we wound up here. Honest. We’re just looking for a way
out – and maybe some aspirin if you have it?”
Her head was really killing her.
“You were in an elevator and it fell?” Luci parroted, cocking her head to the side. Turning her attention back
to her clipboard, she flipped threw a few pages before landing on one and cursing. “Damn, was it elevator six?”
“I, I don’t know,” Leslie shook her head, before gesturing to the area where they came from. “It was the one
over there.”
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Luci followed her gesture and cursed again.
“Damnit,” She tapped dark blue nails against the page she was on and thrust it at her boss. “That was the elevator
for tomorrow’s shipment.”
“We’re very sorry,” Leslie offered guiltily, before sneaking a look at Saul and why he wasn’t helping with any of the
groveling. But his eyes had completely glazed over, and there was just a vacant sort of expression on his face. “We didn’t
mean it. And we’d do anything for you not to mention this to our parents.”
All of a sudden, the boss’s attention snapped to Leslie.
“Anything is a big promise kid,” She said, giving Leslie and Saul both hungry, appraising looks. “Are you sure
you can hold a promise like that?”
“We can try,” Leslie replied, trying not to show any fear. “Seriously, it’d be huge if you didn’t mention the
whole trespassing and breaking an elevator thing to our parents.”
“You don’t know what you’re getting into, kid,” Luci snickered quietly behind her clipboard.
That was all the warning Leslie got before the boss’s claws were on her face, mapping it, and pulling at her cheeks
and checking her teeth as if she were livestock. From there, she was checking Leslie’s arms, squeezing them. After she had
finished her physical appraisal of Leslie she moved on to Saul.
The boss stepped back and apprised the two of them side by side. She hummed thoughtfully, tapping her cheek
with one long fingernail.
“I think we’ll go with the boy. Saul Howards, was it?”
“Yes Ma’am,” Saul spoke for the first time since they ran into the woman, voice monotone.
“Excellent choice Ma’am,” Luci grinned gleefully, though to Leslie there seemed to be something more malicious
behind the portrayed joy.
“Wait,” Leslie processed what the boss had said. “What do you mean you’ll ‘go with the boy’? What do you
want with Saul?”
“Remember dear,” The boss tsked lightly as Luci scribbled something on her clipboard. “You said you’d do anything.”
“I didn’t mean we’d let you have one of us!” Leslie protested.
“Anything means anything Leslie,” Luci tapped her pen on her clipboard. “And your friend so happens to fall into
that category. Shall I escort her out?” Luci directed the last part to her boss, looking up to her.
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“I believe that would be best,” Her boss nodded. “We want her to get something for that headache after all – it
must be killing her.” Was it just Leslie, or was there an odd inflection when she said killing? “After that get the boy set up with
the number nine. Just because we had an unexpected break doesn’t mean we’re going to get behind schedule.”
“Yes Ma’am,” Luci nodded, and grabbed Leslie’s arm in an iron grip.
Through her pounding head, and her concern for Saul, it took Leslie a moment to realize where Luci was dragging
her.It was the elevator that she and Saul had fallen down in.
“But that elevator doesn’t work anymore!” Leslie protested, trying and failing to dig her heels into the ground. “How
do you expect to get me up to the main level that way?”
“Oh, Leslie,” Luci shook her head. “You really don’t know anything, do you?” She flashed Leslie what she took
to be a sinister looking smile, before shoving the girl into the elevator, slamming the grate shut behind her.
“I hope the next time you visit, you’re a bit more knowledgeable,” Luci lamented, pulling the lever and starting
the elevator’s ascent.
Leslie didn’t get a chance to ask Luci what she meant, and the last thing she saw of the mining area was a big sign
that read ‘SECTION 66’, before she was surrounded by darkness once more.
As the elevator slowly rose in the darkness, a grating groan echoed in Leslie’s ears. It was the sound of metal grinding
against metal and rock, baffling her, because the elevator had been rising so smoothly moments before. Before Leslie could contemplate the sound further, the elevator lurched, dropping several inches below, sending her to the floor of the elevator and
causing a resurgence of her headache with painful reinforcements.
She could feel the blood sliding slowly down her temples again, and when Leslie went to wipe the blood away with
coal coated hands, she found them pinned to her body. She couldn’t move at all, actually. There was a warm weight lying on top
of her, weighing far too much for Leslie to feasibly lift by herself. As she laid there on the elevator floor, the sound of muffled
voices met her ears, but she was unable to discern exactly what they were saying.
After a few minutes that felt like an agonizing eternity, the beam from a flashlight lanced downwards through the
elevator, causing Leslie to groan in pain as it caught her face. Each blink after the beam caught her eyes sent a new wave of
pain crashing through her head.
“Someone call an ambulance, boys!” A gruff voice called out. “Looks like at least one a them’s still alive!”
One of them? Leslie was confused; it should only be her in the elevator shaft. She had left Saul behind on the lower level…
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The light swept back down on her once more, with more caution than the first time, and as Leslie’s eyes adjusted
to the sudden influx of light, she caught sight of something lying parallel to her face.
Vaguely, she heard one of the men trying to talk to her, reassure her that things would be all right, but Leslie couldn’t
focus on that. Through her pounding headache, it took all her effort to just focus on what was lying right in front of her.
It was a hand.
Initially Leslie had thought something had fallen on her. Something had overheated, had fallen, which was why
there was something warm lying on her when she was alone in the elevator. But it wasn’t right, she realized, as she stared at the hand
in front of her face. Leslie recognized the bitten down and torn nails, the scar running across the forearm. Her breath had
caught in her throat before she even fully processed what she was staring out.
Leslie started screaming before the implication of what had happened fully hit her.
Saul was dead.
Saint Peter don’t you call me, ‘cause I can’t go–
I owe my soul to the Company Store.
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Kurt Series II
Lea Boreland

In cloud of room, 			
Kurt
moves from his bed. Stretches
himself sideways
and upwards,
downwards until he is
touching all six walls,
Begins to push first
from his palms on the paneling
In his
belly he feels a gas the size of
Grand and with slow
precision he pushes lungs up
esophagus and out
mouth, and the pleura of his body
populate the walls of room like forestry.
At junction of lung
and tree, thick vines
move like ants and dancers
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across the wall. Gnats and birds
make home in branches. Kurt, who
tries to inhale, cannot even
tug his own
pleura into chest, so
knotted in branch and tie,
sends mites
to unfasten.
Kurt
making the
room pull with breath, wrist tied to
door, to corner, to carpet, to lung,
is put together by the external
pressure of his breath, his
spidery lungs moving like
roses
across wall and					
temple.

is

A Gift| Sydney Waldron

A Gift| Sydney Waldron
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Nny Considers the SemiColon
Isaac C. Rader

Here stands that bastard Johnny C,
We shall nickname him Nny.
He thinks himself worthless.
He stands on the edge of a rooftop,
wondering if he should drop or drop
this act of public service.
What about friends or family?
He thinks they won’t call his choice a
calamity,
as he can only think about himself
…or at least that’s what he says,
at his worst points when depressed.
Surely someone cares about his
health?
Probably nobody at college,
that sacrificial altar to knowledge,
where it seems everyone curses
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his name.
Unbidden a poem has haunted Nny,
I have no options but staging my
suicide,
to make my escape from this terrible place,
I must take them all for a ride,
Convince THEM I wish for
death’s sweet embrace,
well?
hell?

But I wonder: shall I do it too
When I attempt my public service,
shall I suffer in purgatorial hospital
And am I truly worthless?

‘THEM’, ‘THEY’ are gouged into the
paper,
stabbing into him like Hamlet’s

poison rapier.
Surely they’re not all the same?
He could end the poem but won’t,
and considers he could end it, leave it alone.
On the rooftop, he begins to write:
I wish to be anyone, anywhere but here,
Perhaps a happy, bubbly pink girl,
Who enjoys life’s pleasures without fear,
an ambassador of joy to the world.
THEY would all laugh as he’d cry,
THEY would enjoy it as he died,
But there is a joy in THEIR spite.
He looks down at this possible letter,
and wonders: ‘could it ever get better?’
He considers that it’s only November.
He could just wait a week or seven,
and soon be at home in earthly heaven,
Vacationing at home in december.
There’s no reason to Nny to feel beaten,
he could just call a friend. Like Eden!
Though… he should write this poem,

so he ends the most recent line with a semicolon,
he could end it but won’t,
how else would he go home?
With renewed determination he writes,
This could end now but doesn’t;
Never let oneself be this blue;
we all simply mustn’t;
for someone always cares for you.
With that he dials Eden’s number,
waking her from post-retail shift slumber,
having avoided his fall.
He has decided against his public service,
as he talks to Eden, he decides he is not worthless,
He needed to make this call.
There is too much in life for him to commit,
he made a smart choice, so… he’s not an idiot,
as Eden shall attest,
She lovingly shall not leave him alone,
Nny loves his friend’s guidance as he heads for coldstone,
that sh*t is the best.
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Bear, Wolf, and Hawk| Kirsten Rambo
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Time to Pass
Caitlyn McNicholl

Grandfather sat facing the west,
darkness settles his shaking.
A great, proud thunder roared
from his chest;
the sunlight was his for the
taking.
Minutes passed sluggishly,
tick-tick-tock,
and Grandfather took to his pipe.
Puffs of grey clouds drift to the skyline;
each cloud surrendered to night.
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Camhanaich| Ashley Favata
Kawaakari| Ashley Favata
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Sleeping with You
Marina Coletta

In the middle of the night I feel the loneliest.
I turn to your vacant side of the bed.
The space in the bed feels gaping
and dark without you there to fill it.
I smell your cologne on the sheets
and your shampoo on your pillow.
The smell is clean, sharp in my nose.
I swear I can feel you here
pulling the sheet taut between us,
the endless battle for the third pillow.
I can almost hear you moan in protest
when my cold, naked feet touch your leg.
Your arms pull me into you by the waist.
I recall the pulse of your body against
mine, electricity at every point of contact.
You are a furnace to my frigid body,
hot and cold, a perfect yin-yang of flesh.
I ache for your strong arms, your firm chest.
Your stubble catching on my hair as we drift to sleep.
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Pinocchio
Susan Hu
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I closed my eyes so I could feel, rather than see, tiny pinwheels of light behind my darkened lids. Pinpricks of heat spins madly on, slowly working their way deep down,
warming my blackened heart from the inside out. As liquid gold spread throughout my
veins like antidote to sinful ills, I could feel the strength return to my bones as wood slowly
melts away to reveal the skin of a real boy

Celestial Movements| Caroline Magoc

Dressage in the Sky| Caroline Magoc
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Waking Up
Eleanor Hein

People pass like midnight cars,
their headlights cutting through the dark
to see the road before them.
They stay in their lane,
crossing lines only to avoid collision.
Point A to point B,
with nothing but speed and Journey
between.
They say that the road is no place to start a
family,
so they fly, with dead eyes, dead spirits,
dead bodies.
Bodies of metal locking their frightened
selves inside,
hiding from the sweet air they cut through.
But I can guess who they hide
By the way that they drive:
The slow ones hide old ones,
whose destinations grow nearer
nearer and nearer and nearer
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which is why they drive slow
because they’re not ready to see
where their trip ends.
The fast ones hide young ones
anxious, hurried, and free
breaking the rules for the hell of it
because they’ve got a party to get to,
friends to meet,
parents to beat,
but if they don’t slow down,
they could be stopped before they get
there,
caught by flashing lights.
Or worse.
Here’s a car that’s scarred
dents in the side to protect the life within,
each with a tale to tell,
except no one is asking because
nobody seems to care

and the driver doesn’t seem to, either.
Here’s one broken, pulled over,
stopped by a popped tire torn by glass
left from someone else’s agony
with safety lights flashing,
and smoke rising from the front
signaling for help that might not come
because this is the highway
and the help is hiding behind the hood
of cars made of metal as a disguise.
And the driver in the broken car is hiding too,
because she is afraid
of the other hiders, other riders,
that she was taught to fear because
seventy miles an hour can cause harm
so she waits for something, anything
to help her find her way in this night.
I want to help her
to meet her
to hear her story...
But the truth is that I’m hiding too
because I am far more fragile
than the strong steel surrounding me.
I am too weak
too fast

too
afraid...
Let me find freedom from
the headlights guiding me on black roads
with their luminescent lines reflecting lights
white and yellow
telling me when I can turn
and when I can merge
and when I can stop
and go
and slow
and...
Let my eyes be fireflies
guided by stars,
whichever stars they choose to shoot for.
Let them find their own way
to turn around
and to help those who are lost
to meet those with tales to tell
even if it should end with
me on their windshield.
Let me be the key that opens the doors
freeing the people from their
speeding sleeping keeping chambers
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so they can be free too and stop,
not to end there,
but to think,
to feel the earth turning beneath their feet
and see the sun and moon compete
and maybe, for once, they’ll feel complete
all because of me...
It won’t happen, though
because I was too slow
and somewhere there’s a dead child
laying in the middle of the road
with bare feet and blank face
and nothing on her mind
because her thoughts are going
seventy miles an hour
and she stopped in a no-parking zone
on her own
and I guess she just lost it
because she saw it—
what no one else ever saw...
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She saw— I saw—
with mouth wide, dropped jaw
that the world is round
and the roads are straight
and the cars don’t stop
until it’s too late.
We’re wasting our lives

getting from point A to point B,
wherever the hell that is,
and we don’t even realize that
they’re the same damn place
because we’re stuck on this road
racing, chasing, embracing our hopes
but we’re too scared to find them
and I can tell you right now that
there is
no
road
to happiness.
I stepped from the car
clueless
shoeless
and I must have seen the world for the first time:
blue sky, green grass
bypass
my choice, my way,
highway
bright stars, is that Mars?
fast cars
And I had to show them,
had to share them with the others
trapped at seventy miles an hour.
Breath intake, big mistake, it’s all a fake
now
I’m awake.

The Sage and the Grouse seem
Made for Each Other
Ryan Kushner

But they can sometimes be overheard
bickering in the evenings.
The sage and the grouse seem made for
each other
But both are too proud to admit when
they are wrong.
The sage and the grouse seem made for
each other
But the sage is always clearing its search
history
When it is finished using the computer.
The sage and the grouse seem made for
each other
But the grouse is often staring vacantly
out of windows

And has been sleeping on the futon in
the living room.
The sage and the grouse seem made for
each other
But there’s always silence on the phone
when they talk.
And yet
When the sage disappears
The grouse goes with it
Never far behind the sage’s call
Whispering a silent love
That’s been evolving for billions of years
To keep them together
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“Why So Serious?”| Caitlyn Padovano

Stone Cold| Caitlyn Padovano

Teacups| Caitlyn Padovano

Abduction| Caitlyn Padovano

When Summer Ends
Caitlyn McNicholl

A shop bag rests on my chapped lips.
I suck the plastic in and out with ease.
The rusted tap smolders, pushing out
all that’s left of the hot water.
My toes turn scarlet, grains of sand
swirl off into the whirlpool.
My muscles relax in the warmth
and puddle around bone.
Visions of crashing waves burn
the inside of my eyelids.
Your crumbled sandcastle dirties
my pristine bathtub walls.
You left me at the watery coast
without hope or reason.
I lay with your shadow tonight
and let myself drown.
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The Way to Amsterdam
Megan Pacileo
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The toe of my boot is scuffed, the brown leather slowly peeling away to reveal the
lighter color underneath. Isn’t that the way of things? The streets are cold, but not empty.
Squeals and laughter echo around every corner, and I can feel them reverberating deep in
my bones. A hollowness that fills every fiber of my being, from my toes in my worn boots
to my gloved fingertips. The people who weave their way around me are filled with an
airiness I used to possess. I watch them disappear around the next corner, watching them
leave trails of light suspended in the air.
My boots used to be new. I’ve walked the goodness out of them. They fit better now than they used to though. Supple and supportive in ways they never used to be
before. I suppose that’s what happens when you walk. Walk the long dark streets long
after the sun has set, and the world is at rest. All alone with nothing but the stray dogs and
the stray men wandering drunkenly through the streets singing rowdy bar songs. Not that I
can understand the language they sing in. But something in their tones resonates. Songs of
sadness. Songs of loss.
I pull the collar of my jacket higher onto my neck, keeping the chilling breeze at
bay. Snow falls gently, hiding what used to be. On the corner a lone guitarist sits, his fingers
pulling a poignant tune from the strings. Bittersweet. He used to play for me like that. I
drop a few coins in the can at his feet and keep walking. He’ll play for hours, hoping for
the change in people’s pockets. Yet, here I am. Alone in a city I don’t know. Surrounded
by hundreds of faces without knowing a single one. But, he has something I don’t.
I come to a bridge, deeply engraved with angels lit up enough to infuse the sky with a false

day light. I stop for a moment, looking down into the sluggish waters below that have somehow escaped the deep thaw that
had settled over night.
I’ve contemplated it before. Then I remember what a cliché it is. I suppose there is a romanticism to it. Maybe. To
think of life as something that can be so easily snuffed out of being. But, I’m cold now. The water would be colder. I will
not become Ophelia tonight.
My feet follow their own course, taking me through the city that had been my home the past few weeks. They knew
the walk between my apartment and the grocery store and nothing else. Tonight, they explored freely, going where they will.
I glance up. Settled on the thin twig of a young tree are two leaves. Hollow and golden, they are the last two leaves of
fall. A reminder of what is and what will be. The two sway together as the breeze pushes them. Like a pair of thieves strung
up next to each other on the gallows. A heavier wind blows. And one flies away. I watch it. My eyes tracing its dance before it
is lost in the gloom of an alley.
I walk until I find a bar. A secluded hole in the wall filled with quiet people who hang their heads over their drinks
as if in silent prayer. I sit at the bar, order something dark and heavy that will suppress and smother me until I cease to exist.
I see him across the bar. Tall, handsome. A decision I know I will regret. But some damaged piece of me longs for
closeness. He sidles closer, white teeth flashing in the murky light. We talk of nothing and everything. Bar talk. Late night
talk. He laughs too loud, leans to close, touches my shoulder too many times. I know what he wants. I want it to. Maybe.
Eventually, I grab his hand, walk him outside and order us a cab.
We push our way through my front door, our bodies already a tangled mess. Coats clatter to the floor, echoing
around the empty space. A room with a couch and a kitchenette. No signs of life. No pictures on the walls. Nothing to show
an actual person lives there. He pushes me against the wall, his hands exploring. And I feel it settle over me. That weight, so
brutally familiar in its heaviness. I pull him to the couch, laying below him as he moves above me. I let him lead me to the
bed, a trail of clothes trailing behind us. He pushes me into the pillows.
“Where the hell you think you’re goin?” He had asked of me the night I had walked out the front door.
“Leaving,” I replied. “Isn’t it obvious?” I held a single bag in my hand, filled with two pairs of jeans, a few innocuous shirts and a book of poetry. All the necessities for a person going into hiding. He had pulled the car up next to me as I
walked on the sidewalk away from our apartment.
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“Why you leaving?”
“I think I have to, don’t I?”
“Is that really what you want?”
“Yes.”
“And I can’t stop you? I don’t want to lose you. C’mon baby, can’t we talk about this?” I stopped and turned to
look at him. And really saw him for the first time. Sitting in his beat-up car. Needing a shave and a haircut. And I saw how I
looked to him. Saw my own vulnerability mirrored back at me in the reflection of his aviator sunglasses.
“No. We can’t.”
“Why not?”
“Cause I don’t want to talk about it anymore. I don’t. I’m… I’m tired. I’m tired of going through the motions with
you and pretending that what you did never happened. Cause it did happen. And it does mean something. And this isn’t
something you can fix with a cheap six-pack and some make-up s*x.”
“I didn’t mean for it to happen. It just did.”
“That’s not an excuse.”
“Well, what the hell you want me to say?”
“There’s nothing you can say. I’m leaving tonight. Have fun with her.” I turned and walked away, half hoping he
would follow me and try to convince me to stay. He didn’t. That night, I boarded a plane for Europe heading to who knew
where.
The sun creeps across the sheets and into my eyes. I yawn. Roll over. Knowing he wouldn’t still be there. A slight
rumple in the sheets is the only indication that I had a guest the night before. I hadn’t expected him to stay. They never do.
I kick the sheets off, stand and stretch. Feel the muscles pull beneath my skin. That had been the first good night of sleep I
had gotten in a long time. But there is still a hollow quality to my bones. A fragility. I feel like one small miss-step and I will
simply crumble away to nothingness. My phone rings across the room. I pick up.
“Hello?”
“Hi.” I recognize his voice. It had sung me personalized songs. Had held me when I had cried. Had elicited laughter from deep within my belly. I don’t respond.
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“So, I, ah, wanted to talk to you about something.”
“What?”
“Well, I want to know where you are? For starters.”
“Does it matter where I am? To you? Does it really? I’ve been here for weeks and you never tried to find me.”
“Fine then. Don’t tell me.”
“I’m not playing this game with you. Not again.”
“I’m not playing a game.”
“Fine. Then, what do you want?”
“I just wanted to see how you were.”
“Don’t lie to me. You didn’t call halfway across the world just to see how I was doing. You forget that I know you.
You don’t care where I am or how I’m doing. You didn’t before and you don’t now. So, tell me the real reason you called. ”
“Fine, then. I just wanted to let you know that I was getting married. I asked her yesterday and she said yes. We
wanted to get married before she starts showing too much.”
I hang up. Hoping this will be the end of his calls. Hoping this is the sign he needs to finally understand. I look
around the small apartment I now call home. It doesn’t feel like home. The floor feels cold beneath my bare feet.
I get out of the shower and wipe the steam from the mirror. I look at my face, studying its angles and planes, and I
wonder. How can you miss something that you never even had?
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Kurt Series III
Lea Boreland
In box of room, Rose butterfly knots Kurt’s shoes. Looking at her, he pulls his leg behind
his back. His foot resting on his shoulder, he blows through the loop. Rose pops each
bubble and touches his nose.
She has been his friend from the beginning.
When he sunbathes, she hangs his fingernails on the clothesline. Mornings he hears her
beak across his cello.
Wakes up with the bow across his stomach. Sloppy with resin, the paradiddle of his front
hairs on his forehead as she rips across the room
in beating openness, she attaches his limbs. He plays.
In the park, Kurt looks both ways as he crosses the trunk. They lie at the top of the tallest
tree on a mattress of winter branches, an open body arching with the shape of the oak.
After several trips to the ground she has made from red-yellow branches a decoration. In
Kurt’s pried open palm she drops it. With all the effort in his hollowed out torso he opens
his palm and vacuums the earth, the soil, the sun, a rose.
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Little Red
Susan Hu

Little Red
was my name when I was young,
I was adorable and naive then.
Immortalized in fairy tales and
local legends as Red Riding Hood,
the girl who was tricked by the
Big Bad Wolf while walking to
Grandma’s house in the deep,
winding forest path.
Merrily skipping along, perky and preppy
with a picnic basket loaded with wine,
cheese, and bread.
A peck on the cheek from Mother and I set
off skipping down the road, ignoring her
countless admonitions.
Half the day had gone away,
and I got distracted by the
wildflower patch growing along
the path and did not see the dark
gray shadow, creeping past the twisted
tree trunks and the overgrown terrain.

Night was setting in, I tripped over
exposed roots and saw ghostly amber eyes,
flickering among the darkened bushes
like hot little tongues of flame.
There are wolves in these woods
I tore through the darkness, howling
and shaking, screaming for Mother.
My heart pounding clean out of my chest,
I scrambled through the briar, face stinging
and sore from being lashed open.
Now, two years later, the forest of
my dreams is gone, invaded by the
burgeoning gray shadows.
Darkness, discord and terror with
the tell-tale glow of amber eyes,
hot little tongues of flame.
The monster isn’t the wolf lurking
in the woods, it’s the darkness
hiding within my mind when I
close my eyes.
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Sonata for Trumpet and Piano
Nicholas Nasibyan
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Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (2014) is a work in progress by Nicholas Nasibyan that
is inspired by his 11th grade marching band show, Gypsy Life, for which he played 1st
trumpet. Reminiscent of eastern European musical culture, there is a sense of mystery and
awe displayed in the piece. This is accomplished through switching back and forth between
major and minor as well as utilizing chromatic elements. The first theme in the sonata represents a person’s deep longing to leave this chaotic world and return to a simple life, away
from people and technology. This is juxtaposed with the second theme which represents
the hustle and bustle of our civilization which never seems to want to slow down to relax or
think about that which is most important. As the two themes meld together and develop,
the longing to escape to a new frontier becomes a reality. At the end of the first movement,
which is called a journey of great significance is about to begin. The person going on the
journey has finally broken free from the despair he endured from feeling trapped in their
reality. This movement is entitled “Wanderlust.”

Zodiac Variations
for Solo Piano
Mariana Mathewson

I was inspired to write a theme and twelve variations, with each of the variations based on
a different sign of the Western Zodiac.
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Shape Shifters
Choreography: Mark Santillano and Solveig Santillano
Music: Mark Santillano
Dancers: Lucas De Marinis, Matthew Huefner, Victoria Morris
Recorded: March 19 , 2016—Mary D’Angelo Performing Arts Center
Concert: Beyond Words V
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Allegro
Choreography: Rachel James (class of 2015)
Dancers: Haylie Kromer, Danielle Silva, Elaina Sutula
Recorded: November 7, 2015—Mary D’Angelo Performing Arts Center
Concert: Dance 1-2-3
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The Best is Yet to Come
Choreography: Danielle (Feller) Kaiser (class of 2011)
Dancers: Kelsi Curtis, Jake Washabaugh
Recorded: November 7, 2015—Mary D’Angelo Performing Arts Center
Concert: Dance 1-2-3
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I Shall Cross this River
Choreography: Veronica Plys
Dancers: Lucas De Marinis, Hailey Meert
Recorded: April 2, 2016—Walker Recital Hall
Concert: Black and White Salon
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